Logistics

Exatec ATM offers a wide range of options for packaging and transport method.
Express shipments :
TNT Express is Exatec ATM partner for years, managing daily collections to deliver our parcels all
over the World, as fast as possible. These parcels can be a simple envelope till a 30 kilos package,
including the possibility to have several boxes for the same destination. On request, Exatec ATM
can also work with avec Fedex, UPS or DHL.
Pallets’transport :
As soon as we talk about complete pallets, it’s more convenient and cheaper to use a non-express
method, even if it’s still a possible option.
Exatec ATM mainly works with DB-Schenker, due to their fast and top quality service. However,
depending on the destination and our customers’ requests, Exatec ATM has a long list of qualified
partners, having already proven their efficiency.
Affreightment :
Regarding containers or full trucks, Exatec ATM uses specialized companies depending on the
destination. As the rate is fixed for the whole container or truck, it’s better to anticipate all machines,
parts and consumables we can load to optimize the transport cost.

The transport fees charged by Exatec ATM are not a « business » for us, we offer it as given service to
our customers, to simplify their work by taking care of the shipments and all administrative documents.
Exatec ATM has strong insurance contracts covering any kind of damages during transport. The
detailed conditions and the sharing of the responsibilities are clearly defined in a specific document we
join to each shipment. This document is also available on request.
Our transport procedures follow the international commercial rules and especially the incoterms rules.
If needed, Exatec ATM can arrange inspection visits before collection, as it can be necessary for some
African countries, depending on the order amount or the technology.
The Exatec ATM logistics team is able to arrange certificates of origin as well as export documents
such as EUR1. Thanks to our flexibility, the number of invoices, bills of lading or packing lists, can be
adapted to each customer or country.
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